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l. Introduction 
In this paper we consider operators A of the form 
00 
(l) 
where the coefficients an are complex numbers and D denotes differen-
tiation, on spaces of entire functions. 
E 0(a, r) denotes the class of entire functions of finite order a and of 
type r. We order the pairs ofreals (a, r) lexicographically: (a1, r1) <(a, r) (:;;;) 
will m~an a1 <a or a1 =a and r1 < r ( :;;; ) and we assume throughout for 
such a pair that a<oo, (0, oo):;;;(a, r) 1) and O:;;;r:;;;oo if a>O. Then we 
define E(a, r) to be the union of the classes Eo(al, r1), where (a1, r1):;;; (a, r). 
Convergence of a sequence {Yn} (n= l, 2, ... )of entire functions will mean 
uniform convergence of the sequence {Yn(z)} (n= l, 2, ... ) on compact 
subsets; evidently in case of convergence the limitfunction y is entire 
and we write Yn =* y. 
For convenience of the reader we state some facts on operators of the 





is called the generating series of the operator A, the latter is called 
applicable to the entire function y if the series 
00 
(2) ~ any<n>(z) 
n-o 
converges for every finite z and the result of the operation is denoted 
by Ay. The class T(a, r) consists of all operators A which are applicable 
to every function in Eo(a, r). 
SIKKEMA has given necessary and sufficient conditions for an operator 
to belong to T(a, r): 
I) The constant functions are not interesting for our purpose. 
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1) if 0'>0, -r<=, then 
{3) lim sup {nfl-<I/al lani}IIn < (O'r')-<1fal, 
n~oo 
where ( O'T)- <11"l is to be interpreted as ex> if -r = 0 ; 
2) if 0'>0, -r==, there exists a number 0'2(0<0'2< 1), such that 
(4) lim {n!<1/a,l-<Ifallani}I/"=0; 
n--..oo 
3) if <1=0,-r==, there exists a finite positive number iX such that 
(5) lim {n!-"'lanl}11"=0. 
n~oo 
From these conditions it follows that {<1, -r) < (0'1, -r1) implies 
In case 0'< 1 the generating series of an operator may have a zero radius 
of convergence. As an example we consider the series 
(15>0); 
the associated operator belongs to every class T(O', -r) with 
(<1, -r) < c: 15' CX>). 
If A E T(O', -r) and y E Eo(O', -r), then the series (2) converges absolutely 
for every finite z, and uniformly in z on every compact subset. If, moreover 
(0', -r)<{1, =),we have Ay EE(O', -r) and then the following conditions are 
necessary and sufficient for A to be a one-to-one mapping of E(O', -r) 
onto itself: 
1) if (0', -r)<{1, 0), then ao+O; 
2) if {l,O)~{O',-r)<{l,=), then A(z) has no zeros in lzl~-r. 
Under these conditions the inverse operator A -1 exists, A -1 is of the 
form (1) and belongs to T(O', -r). The generating series A-1(z) of A-1 and 
A(z) are connected by the relation 
A(z) A -1(z) = l, 
(formally, since the series need not converge). 
Let {An} (n= l, 2, ... ) be a sequence of operators m T(O', -r) with 
generating series 
and let 
41 Series A 
00 




(n= l, 2, ... ), 
(k=O, l, ... ). 
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In theorem 1 we prove that under supplementary conditions on the 
convergence of the coefficients a!cnl the limitseries 
00 
A(z) = ! akzk 
k~O 
will be the generating series of an operator A E T(a, -r), and if y E E(a, -r) 
we have Any=;- Ay. 
In theorem 2 we prove that under the additional assumptions that 
A-1 exists and that (a, -r)<(1, oo), the inverses A;;- 1 exist for n sufficiently 
large and A;1 y=;- A-ly. 
2. Convergence of operators 
We suppose 0~-r<oo and we consider a sequence {An} (n= 1, 2, ... ) of 
operators An in T(1, -r), where the generating series An(z) of An has 
radius of convergence T +en and 
e = inf en> 0. 
n 
Now let the sequence {An(z)} converge to a function A(z) uniformly in 
z in the region lzl <-r+e; then A(z) is analytic in this region and the 
associated operator A belongs to T(1, -r). It is well-known that the image 
Any of a function y EE(1, -r) can be represented by a contour integral, viz. 
(6) (O<e' <e), 
where Y(w) is the Boreltransform of y ([1], p. 247). A similar representation 
exists for Ay and it follows that Any=;- Ay. . 
More generally we prove 
Theorem 1. Conditions: 
l. {An} (n = 1, 2, ... ) is a sequence of operators An in T(a, -r), (0, oo) ~(a, -r), 
with generating series 
00 
A .. (z) = ! a!cnl zk (n= 1, 2, ... ). 
k~O 
2. r and () are constants, such that 
()~(1/a)-1, O~r<(a-r)-(l/al if 0~-r<oo; 
()<(1/a) -1, r=O if -r=oo, (where (1/a) -1 is to be taken as oo if a=O). 
3. There exists a sequence {a1c} (lc=O, 1, ... ) and to every e>O a sequence 
{Mn(s)} (n=1, 2, ... ),where Mn(s)~O and 






1. A(i) = I a,.zk 
k-0 
is the generating series of an operator A E T(a, -r). 
2. If y E E(a, -r) then AnY=> Ay. 
Proof. From (3), (4) and (5) we deduce that to every s>O there 
exists a number K(s)>O such that 
(8) 
where 
If we put 
(k=O, I, ... ), 
()';;;;:;.!:_-I, O;;;;r'<(aT)-<11a> if O;;;;-r<oo; 
(f 
()' < ~- I, r' =0 if -r=oo, (again ()' <oo if a=O). 
Oo = max (0, ()'), 
ro = max (r, r'), 
it follows from (7) and (8) that for k=O, I, ... we have 
Ia,. I;;;;:; la,.....:...~lll + l~lll < {M1(s) +K(s)} (ro+s)k k! 8o 
for every s > 0. This proves assertion 1. 
Now we define an operator 0 with generating series 
in the following way: Ck=(ro+s0 )k k!8o (k=O, I, ... ), where 
O<eo< min (I, (aT)-<1ta>_r0) if 0:;;;:;-r<oo, 
O<so< I if -r=oo. 
It is easily verified that 0 E T(a, -r) and we have 
la1">-a,.l ;;;;M,.(so) (ro+so)k lc! 8• 
=Mn(eo)ck (k=O, I, ... ). 
Hence 
00 
IA,.y-Ayl;;;;:; I lai,"> -akllytkl(z)l 
k-0 
00 
;;;;M,.(so) I ck ly<k>(z)l, 
k-0 
where the latter series converges if y E E(a, -r) and assertion 2 follows, 
since the sequence {Mn(eo)} tends to zero. 
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3. Two lemmas 
Lemma 1 [4]. If n is a positive integer and k, ,Ut(i=1, 2, ... , n) are 





lc ~ n, 
,Ul + f12 + . . . +fin= k, 
fll + 2,u2+ ... +n,un=n, 
1 ! ~'1 2 !1'2 • • . n! .Un ~ ( n - k + 1) !. 
Proof. If lc=O or k= 1 the proof is trivial. We proceed now by 
mathematical induction and suppose that (11) has been proved for 
k j jk- 1 and every n ~ k- 1. 
From (9) and (10) it follows that 
,U2+2113+ ... +(n-1),un=n-k, 
so the largest subscript j for which it is possible that .Ui =1= 0 is j = n- k + 1. 
For an arbitrarily chosen solution of (9) and (10) in the set of non-negative 
integers there exists therefore at least one subscript h ~ n- k + 1 such 
that .Uh ~ 1. For this solution we have 
~h! {n-jl)-(lc-1)+1}! 
~ (n-k+ 1)!, 
since, putting p=n-k+ 1, 
jl! (p+ 1-h)! 
p! 
2 h < 
. . .. -- 1. p-]1 +2 p --
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 2. Conditions: 
1. For the sequences {an}, {bn}, {<Xn}, {Pn} (n=O, 1, ... ) holds 
ao=<Xo= 1 , boPo= 1, 
n n 2 ak<Xn-k = 2 bkPn-k=O (n=1, 2, ... ). 
k~O k~O 
2. There exist positive numbers r, (), K, c and a number M ~ 0, such 
that for n=O, 1, ... 
(12) 
lanl ~K rn n! 6, 
lbnl ~K rn n! 6, 




To every e > 0 there exist a number L, depending on e, K, r and c, such that 
1/Xn-Pnl ~ML(r+e)8 n! 8 (n=O, 1, ... ). 
Proof. The coefficients IX11 are given by 
" 
IXn =! (-1)1: !Ct,.a{t~fl2 ... W,:n (n=1, 2, ... ), 
k=1 (p) 
where the numbers p.1, p.z, ..• , p.n are non-negative integers satisfying the 
relations (9) and (10), furthermore 
k! 
Ct,. = p.1! p.2! · ·· p.n! 
and ! denotes summation over all possible combinations (p.1, p.2, ... , p.8 ). 
(p) 
A similar relation exists for the coefficients Pn and this given for n= 1, 2, ... 
H we denote the coefficient of e,.,. in (13) by AJ.';l and put e8 =a8 -bn 
(n=O, 1, ... ), we have 
(14) len!~Mrnn! 8 (n=0,1, ... ), 
and 
A() b b b bf2~2 ... b~n :;. = ( 1 + 81)111 ( 2 + e2)P2 ... ( n +en)"" - lfo+I 
= (1-lfo1+1)b~1~ ... b~n+ 
+ { (~1) ~1-1 + ... + (~~) e~1} (b2 + e2)P2 ... (bn + ~n)Pn + 
... + ~~ ... *-1{(~")b~n-le11 + ... + (~:)e~n}. 
(If Pi= 0 the (j + 1 )-st term has to be omitted.) 
Using the inequality 
(~) ~ kc~ 1) (j=1. 2 •...• k). 
we deduce 
IAJ.';ll ~ 11- lfo~111b1IPI ... ib .. i"" + 
+ l-'1 le1llb1 + e1l11l-1 lb2 + e2j~'2 ... Ibn+ en I"" + 
626 
Using (12) and (14) and applying lemma l we have 
[Ale';] I ;;;;; { 11- b~1+1 1 K!c + kMK!c-1} rn(n-k+ lW 
From (12) it is easily seen that 
11- b~l~l~;;;;; Mk (~ + ck~l) (k=O, l, ... ). 




Since ([4], p. 600) 
( n-1) !ck'"=.lc-1' (p) 
(n= l, 2, ... ) 
n-1 (n-lc+ l)! l n 
( ) { } 6 ( ) Te-l n! < (!c-lW Te-l ' (0>0, Tc;;;;n, lc= l, 2, ... ), 
we have from (15) for n= l, 2, ... 
Because of 
there exists to every b>O number L=L(b, K, c) such that 
(17) F~c(c,K)(lc~l)! <Lbk-1 (lc=l,2, ... ). 
If we choose b=sfr in (17}, then it follows from (16) that 
[o.n-Pnl;;;;; MLn!a rn ktl (lc~ l) or-1 
;;;;; ML(r+s)n n! 6 
and the lemma is proved. 
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4. Convergence of the inverse operators 
With the same notation as in theorem l we have 
Theorem 2. Let the conditions of theorem l be satisfied with 
(a, -,;) < (1, ex:>) and let A -1 exist, then for some N the inverse operators A;1 
of An exist if n~N and A;1 y=* A-1y. 
Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of theorem l. 
Suppose first a= l, 0<-r:<c:x:>. When n _.,.ex:>, then 
IAn(z)- A(z)l _.,. 0 (izl ~-r:), 
uniformly in z in this region. Since A(z) has no zeros for lzl ~-,; 2), there 
exists a number N such that for n~N we have An(z)#O for lzl ~-,;.Hence 
the inverse operators exist for n ~ N; for convenience we assume N = l. 
A similar reasoning holds in case (a, -,;) ~ ( l, 0). 
If 00 ~0, then the generating series An(z) (n= l, 2, ... ) and A(z) have 
a positive radius of convergence which is uniformly bounded away from 
zero. Hence we may assume O"= l; the closed circle lzl ~ -r: is in the interior 
of the common region of convergence of the series and contains no zeros. 
Now we can use the representation (6) (with An(z) replaced by 1/An(z)) 
and the theorem follows in this case. 
If 90 >0, then we may assume that ao= l. If we now write 
M(e) =sup Mn(e) 
and 
" 
then M(e) is certainly finite and c0 >0, since the inverses A;1 exist and 
lim lab'') I # 0. 
Let 
00 00 2 lXj."l zTc and 2 lX1c zTc 
k~o k~o 
be the generating series of A;1 and A-1. We see that if n is fixed we 
can apply lemma 2 to the sequences {lX~c} and {lX).nl}. This guarantees for 
every tJ > 0 the existence of a number L, independent of n, such that 
llXJ.nl_lXTcl < LMn(e) (ro+e+fl) k! 8o. 
Now we can apply theorem l to the sequence {A;1 } (n= l, 2, ... ) and 
this proves the theorem. 
The author wishes to thank Prof. Dr. P. C. SIKKEMA of this University 
who suggested the topic and made valuable remarks. 
2) Since A -1 exists. 
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